
Most advanced brake systems  

    Recent high-profile casting reels are equipped with "innovative" brake systems, but manufacturer 
doesn't tell us the details.  This topic is about brake systems, from the scientific point of view, to help you 
understand the difference of those NEW brake systems.  

Where do we need brakes?  

    Brakes of casting reels has two major objectives, 1) to set the maximum spool speed and the lure speed 
just after line released,  and 2) to control the decelerate rate to prevent birds nest.  As the maximum speed 
is higher, it will cast longer.  

   In the left chart below, blue line shows the lure/spool speed in casting in an easy situation.  After it 
reaches to the maximum speed, it decelerate slowly.  On the other hand, line in red shows the casting in 
difficult situation, like casting Rapara Shad-Rap against winds.  We have the same initial lure/spool speed, 
but need more brake force thereafter.  Adding to those two situations, pitching and flip casting needs a 
different brake profile. As it has slow spool speed, the less brake force, the better. To satisfy those 
requirements, the best brake system should 1. have little brake at slow spool speeds, 2. can be widely 
adjusted at middle spool speeds, and 3. has relatively less or saturating brake force at higher speed to 
maximize the initial spool speed. This is shown at right picture.  

Brake systems  

    As you know, there are two major brake systems, centrifugal and magnet systems. Those two systems 
will continue to dominate the reel brake systems because they are easy to manufacture, and reliable.  
Followings are brief explanation of those two major brake systems.  

    Centrifugal  system utilizes the friction of brake blocks pressed inside of brake ring. The brake force is 
proportional to the  square  of spool speed. Therefore, when the spool speed is fast, brake force is much 
larger than when spin speed is slow. You might have noticed that centrifugal reels cast well even with slow 
casting speed, like pitching, and you feel that lure flies at the end of casting.  This is because of the basic 
exponential shape and ineffective brake range near speed 0. However, you might also have noticed that 
even if you try harder, casting range doesn't change much. This is because the exponential brake force at 
higher speed strongly regulate the initial speed. Therefore, centrifugal brake basically does not satisfy two 
requirements at the same time, saturation at high speed and enough middle speed brake. Also, 
conventional centrifugal system does not have adjustability.   

    SVS system (Shimano) lets you change the brake profile proportional to the number of brake blocks 
activated.  4x4 SVS (Scorpion 1000) is the system which allow you to choose a setting from outside by 
sliding brake ring attached to the dial.  By choosing active/inactive of 3 outer blocks, you may choose a 
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setting finely.  Both system allows us to change the brake profile up and down, but does not satisfy the two 
requirements at high speed and middle speed at the same time.  If you activate more brakes to have more 
brake force at middle speed, the casting distance will be proportionally reduced.  And this is the reason 
that centrifugal brakes are not relatively effective when you cast a lure against winds.   

    Magnet  brake system utilizes the electromagnetic force, which occurs between magnets and moving 
metal, in this case the spool. The brake force is directly proportional  to the spool speed. The brake force 
is proportional to the distance between magnets and spool, and the magnet brake system was the first 
brake system to be able to adjust the force from outside, by changing the distance between magnet and 
spool wall by dial.  It has wider adjusting range at middle speed, but has too much brake at slow speed 
and not good for pitching.  The brake at high speed is less than centrifugal system and allow higher initial 
speed. 

    Because of great middle-speed adjustability, and relatively high brake force at slow speed, magnet 
systems are quite good for difficult casting situations like casting against winds.   

    *Casting control , or mechanical brake works to change the initial brake load, and have almost stable 
brake force regardless of speed. The stable brake force will be added, and push up the profiles of 
centrifugal, or magnet brakes upwards.  The brake force is relatively smaller than other system at high-
middle speed range, but effective at close to speed 0 where other systems don't conduct enough brake 
force. In skipping, lure decelerates brutally after it hits water, and the casting control knob is the only 
effective brake at the situation. Tight up the cap. 

 

   Centrifugal brakes are less effective at slower than 
some spool speed. This character is described as the 
flat brake force at the beginning.  Lines indicate the 
brake force, if 1, 2, 3 or 4 brake blocks are activated 
respectively. 

 
  The conventional magnet brake systems were composed 
of a brake panel with 3-5 small magnets sitting close to 
spool.  Recent magnet systems use inductor rotors for 
smoother casting.  Dial changes the magnetic force 
between two C shaped magnets.

 

   Above is the cast control cap of Conquest 100.  It 



  

What's available today?  

    In the category of centrifugal brakes, SVS and the 4x4 SVS of Shimano are advanced to have some 
extent of adjustability as explained above.  However, those systems haven't addressed the challenge of 
modifying the brake profile shape itself.  The development of new brake system has been the challenge to 
achieve the best brake profile shape. 

    After the first magnet  brake has been invented, several interesting modifications  have been invented 
related to the magnet brakes.  One innovation to change the brake profile was ABU's Ultra Mag  brake 
system equipped to Ultra Mag, XLT-FL, 1021FL around 1982-1986.  It achieved the saturating brake at 
high speed by letting brake panel move away from spool at high brake situation.  The panel holding 
magnets were suspended by springs, and as the panel receive the brake force from spool, it slides through 
a guide and moves away.  The adjusting dial was to set the spring tension and change the brake-
saturating point.(see left picture below)  The system doesn't change the brake profile at especially slow 
speed, and it remained as the brake profile of magnet system at slow speed. 

    Combination  of brake systems was another trial.  ABU's S3000C/T3000C (Promax) were equipped 
with both centrifugal and magnet brakes.  By changing magnet brake dial, we could control the magnet 
brake force.  The system could have had the advantages of centrifugal system at slow speed, and the 
advantages of adjustability at middle speed of magnet system.  However, the magnet also adds the brake 
profile at the higher speed, and reduces the casting distance.  It turned out at high speed, brake is 
dominated by centrifugal profile, and at middle-slow speed it is dominated by magnet system.  Even 
though S3000C had 0 magnet force on dial, its brake at slow speed was too much for pitching. 

    Mag ForceV and Mag Force Z  (Daiwa) is the first and only brake system to have the profile 
proportional to the cube  of spool speed.  It is advanced magnet brake system combined with centrifugal 
position control system.   Before it reaches at speed S1, the rotor does not move and the system conduct 
little brake.  At the speed between S1 and S2, the inductor rotor held by centrifugal brackets moves in and 
out of magnets, depending on the speed of the spool.  After it reaches at S2, the rotor does not move any 
more, and it has the magnet brake profile, directly proportional to the speed.  

     MagForceV system enabled us to change the centrifugal-like brake profiles finely and widely.  Adding to 
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this, because of its steeper profiles than centrifugal brakes, it cast very well with slow speed.   

    What is innovational to the Mag ForceV is the fact that it addresses the requirement at slow speed by 
changing the brake profile.  By inserting cubic profile in the middle of magnet brake profile, it maintains the 
advantage of magnet brake at high speed, and achieves the little brake at slow speed and relatively wide 
range of adjustability at the middle speed.   

    Flying Arm  (Ryobi) and IVCB (ABU Morrum SX) are advanced centrifugal brake system, which can be 
adjusted from outside with non-step, continuous basis.  They utilize the centrifugal forces of leverage arms 
connected to the spool. (black arm in the picture below)  The brake profiles are the same as conventional 
centrifugal brakes, and you may adjust. 

Conclusion  

    From this study, I conclude Mag Force V and Z system of Daiwa is the most advanced brake system 
currently available.  What makes it the most advanced is the ability to address the requirements at all 
speed ranges, and relatively wide adjusting range at middle speed. The Flying Arm, IVCB comes to the 

 

   The red parts pushes out the gold inductor rotor 
between magnets. (shown in gray) (Green/Gold 
Millionaire CV-Z.) 

    This is shown by the left picture.  As you max the dial, 
you'll have more brake at middle, but brake at high 
speed is still on the line of magnet profile, not 
exponential.  Even with max, the brake at slow speed is 
minimal and you may pitch easily.  And, if you choose 
the min, it will conduct little brake at middle speed, 
which enable long flying casting.  

   One disadvantage of the Mag Force V, Z is that it 
requires relatively high spool speed to conduct steady 
brake force from cast to cast. Because the profile 
between S1 and S2 is set by the movement of brake 
rotor, it seems the conducted brake force is a little hard 
to expect especially at middle spool speed.  

   As spool rotates, the black leverage arms (brake 
block) will receive centrifugal force and pushes the blue 
brake panel attached to the reel body.  By changing the 
position of brake panel, the pushing force will change.  
When the angle of brake shoe is 45 degree, it has the 
max brake, and at zero degree it has no brake. Because 
the brake shoes are small, the brake panel should be 
placed accurately aquare to the spool shaft pane to 
make the system effective. It requires very precise 
design and manufacturing technologies. And, it needs to 
be well designed otherwise it could happen that 7 out of 
15 dial settings are useless that they have too little 
brake, which happened to Morrum. 



second, a little a head of 4x4 SVS, because of continuous adjusting range.  Shimano's SVS, Conventional 
magnet, Combination of magnet and centrifugal will come next.  Although SVS is very refined system, 
troubles of changing setting is a large drawbacks.  If you don't cast against wind, SVS will come close to 
4x4 SVS though.  This conclusion doesn't immediately mean that the reel with Mag Force V is the best 
fishing reel. Performances of casting reels are affected by more factors, like inertia of spool, smoothness 
of ball bearings, stiffness of frame, weight and etc.  I admit Shimano's SVS casts very well in normal 
conditions, and I love it.  Hope this help you understand the differences of brake systems and find the best 
performing reel to you. 
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Speed: Slow: Middle: High: Comment

Requirements little brake widely 
adjusting less brake  

Objectives of 
requirements

Pitching, flip 
casting

Prevent 
birds nest Long cast  

Centrifugal Great Bad (Non-
adjustable) Fair  

SVS Great Fair* Fair* Middle and high doesn't co-exist

4x4 SVS Great Good* Fair* Middle and high doesn't co-exist

Conventional 
magnet Bad Great Good  

Ultra Mag Bad Great Great* The only system addresses high 
speed

Combo 
Centri+Mag Bad Great Fair(-)* Centrifugal adds more brake at high 

speed.

Mag Force V Great Good Good BEST

Flying Arm, IVCB Great Good* Fair* Middle and high doesn't co-exist


